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Ashlar Urban Pinpoints Profitable Deals 
in Outlying Markets Using CoStar

For more than 17 years, Canadian-owned and 
partner-managed Ashlar Urban has delivered 
proven real estate brokerage services to 
institutional, high-net-worth, entrepreneurial 
clients who occupy or own Toronto assets. 

Of particular note is the company’s robust 
presence not only across the Toronto downtown 
core, but in Toronto-based periphery areas. In 
order to truly understand the trends, opportunities, 
and property mixes that shape these important, 
yet outlying, markets, Ashlar Urban must be able 
to access very particular details about very 
specific areas and opportunities; details that  
are not necessarily or readily available via 
traditional research.

 

“CoStar doesn’t delineate between 
what kind of information is important 
to track; they track everything.”— Mike 
Scace

In order to help guide smart decisions, investments 
and project opportunities in these areas, Ashlar 
Urban uses CoStar Suite to gain the real-time, 
accurate property, comparable, tenant and 
market facts they require.

To complement their own knowledge gained from 
neighborhood-level experience, Ashlar Urban 
leverages CoStar to further assess and provide 
recommendations to clients about the viability, 
opportunity and risk associated with existing and 
potential commercial, multifamily and mixed-use 
projects.

“It’s typically pretty easy to get information on the 
Toronto downtown core areas, because they’re 
more established,” explained Mike Scace, Partner, 
Ashlar Urban. “The periphery areas are where in-
depth knowledge is harder to come by—and for 

us, that’s the information we often need the most.” 

Because the company’s clients depend on Ashlar 
Urban’s guidance and expertise across markets 
and categories, the ability to break down and 
assemble information based on specific area, 
property type and client need is also critical.

“Since our efforts extend into growing markets on 
the Toronto periphery, we require more expansive 
information and insights about non-traditional 
commercial markets that others may not be 
bothering to follow,” Scace continued. “CoStar 
doesn’t delineate between what kind of information 
is important to track; they track everything. So if we 
need very specific information about a building or 
an opportunity in a certain area or neighborhood, 
we can get that information easily, and know that 
it’s current.” 

For Ashlar Urban, being able to break down different 
market nodes and overall vacancy information 
has also become much easier, allowing the firm 
to provide succinct information across a range of 
areas for customers that have multiple interests 
or investments. 

Going forward, Ashlar Urban seeks to expand 
its presence across different practice groups, 
including tenant representation, investment 
markets, and market expansion. 

“When you’re looking at broadening presence, it’s 
key to understand new focus areas clearly in order 
to maintain reputation and trust,” Scace said. 
“CoStar offers us a basis for understanding the 
new markets we’re interested in, and the speed 
with which they provide us this information is 
critical. What really impresses us the most is how 
eager they are to solve problems for us, to help 
us expand our reach, and to deliver a consistently 
high level of service.”
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